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THE FENCE POST INC 

PO Box 7, Narembeen, WA. 6369                                                                                                

Ph: (08) 9064 7055 

fencepost@westnet.com.au 

OFFICE HOURS: Tuesday 8.30am - 12.00pm 

* DEADLINE 10.30 AM TUESDAY * 

News items or payments may be left at the front desk of the CRC  

when the Fence Post office is closed. 

Advertising Rates 2023 

     B&W  Colour      B&W  Colour 

Small ads up to ¼ Page $10  $15   One Third Page $15  $25 

One half Page   $20  $30   Two Thirds Page $25  $40 

Full Page    $35  $55 

PREFERRED FORMAT– JPG, WORD, PUBLISHER OR PDF 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES 2023  

DUE 1st March 

Local & Online  $66 

Mailing   $110  

Online payments:  BSB 306-026  Account 543 1678 

EDITORS 

Maxine Miolini (Editor-in-Chief), Jodie Batty, Gina DeLuis, Sherrie Heather,  

Lorraine Lethlean, Kellie Mortimore 

ROSTER 

 

 

 

 

The Fence Post is a weekly (45 weeks of the year) voluntary publication in A4, printed mainly in black and white, the email 

edition is in colour. The newspaper is printed by our local CRC on a Wednesday. There are no summer holiday editions. 

Advertisements received by email will be invoiced to that address. 

Disclaimer 

The views expressed in articles in this newspaper are not necessarily the views of the Editor or other volunteers who produce 
this newspaper. The Editor has the right to withhold, edit or abbreviate any items. 

- Life Member of The Fencepost   IRIS BRISTOW - 

Date Editor Typist Ads 

18th July 2023 Jodie Batty Julie Miller Sam Woodfield 

25th July 2023 Maxine Miolini Darien Pascoe Noela Cole 
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  Over the Fence…. 

 

Well it is another lean week with very little sport news and no school news to report on this week.  We have managed 

to produce a Fencepost though. 

Our thanks goes to the Roadhouse and the CRC for distributing extra copies while the Post Office has been on limited 

hours.  Many thanks to the staff who have manned our important utility to the town. 

The financial year has ended and it is now coming to the end of July and many subscriptions are becoming due as also 

the rates for the council and water.  Let us hope that the electricity rebate that has been promised becomes available 

soon to help ease the burden a little.  

There have been a lot of travelers through the town of late. all stopping to admire the sights that our town has to offer 

and complimenting on how neat and tidy the area is.  Thanks to our Shire Staff for keeping it up to this high standard. 

The CRC is still functioning very well without their manager, a big task to ask of these young girls but they are coping 

admirably. 
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Narembeen CRC Update  
Hello everyone!  

Last Friday, our manager, Vanessa had her last day 
as she ventures off on Maternity Leave for the 
next 12 months. We will miss your supportive, 
driven and happy face every day in the office but 
wish you so much luck and happiness for the 
arrival of your little one. We hope you enjoy your 
time off, but please make sure you come back!!!  

The CRC will function as usual so don't forget 
about us! We will gain a new team member at the 
end of October to fill in for Vanessa, and we are so 
excited to welcome her, as we think she will truly 
be a great and reliable addition to our team. 

GOODBYE & GOODLUCK VANESSA!!  

NAIDOC Week 

Last Friday, we took 7 school students to Merredin 
for a Njaki Njaki Cultural Tour for a NAIDOC Week 
activity by Mick Hayden. Mick took the students 
on a 2 hour walk through bushland just outside of 
Merredin. While on the tour, the kids learnt about 
the significance of the bushland such as it being 
the site where Mick and his family grew up. They 
learnt about Mick’s family and how they lived on 
the land, the bush tucker that they used, like yams 
and sandalwood nuts. Later in the tour, we hiked 
to the top of Merredin Peak and then down the 
rock to the Merredin Railway Dam. After the tour, 
we had a Subway lunch at the Apex Park. Thank 
you to Kathy Hindmarsh for driving the bus and to 
Lucy Lines for helping us out throughout the day.  

 

 

School Holiday Activity—Movie  

This Thursday, at 10.30am we have the school 
holiday movie happening here at the CRC! If your 
children are interested please contact the CRC!  

Make sure to bring your on bean bag/pillow!  

 

 

Morning Coffee Club 

Next week, 19 July, the Morning Coffee Club will 
take place at the Narembeen Pub for a pub lunch 
and some games, starting at 11.30am. Please 
contact the CRC if you are interested in attending.  

Truck Licence 

We still have some spots available for the truck 
licence happening in Mid-July. To register please 
contact the CRC asap. This will be the final truck 
licence for the year, so if you need it done prior to 
harvest please get in contact now.  

CRC Memberships are now due!!  

Please contact the CRC to renew your 
membership for the 2023-24 financial year.  

Have a great week! 

Georgia Atkins 

Administration & Communications Officer  
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• School Holiday Activity - Movie: Thur, 13 July 10.30am 

• HR & MC Truck Licence:  16 + 17 July 

• Morning Coffee Club: Wed, 19 July 11.30am  

• Story Time: Fri, 28 July 10.30am 

• Seniors Movie: Mon, 7 Aug 1.00pm 

T 9064 7055    

Unit 2 /19 Churchill Street, Narembeen WA 6369  

crcreception@narembeen.wa.gov.au  

www.narembeen.wa.gov.au  

Narembeen Community Resource Centre  

Narembeen CRC  

Upcoming CRC Events 2023 
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Narembeen Golf 
The Captain’s Trophy- so prestigious and sought after. 

On a rare, beautiful, warmish day they came out to take the 
prize. Some seemed to have regretted it as they spent an 
enormous amount of time in the bush. Horror of horrors, Mic 
Tovey was seen in the bush! The women following found it 
very entertaining. Of course, we never go into the bush. 

Sam Bald tolerated a dubious partnering with John Currie and Brian Cusack 
and came in thinking he had been playing with Greg Vaughan and Damon Hayter. 
He has found out that golf doesn’t get easier the longer you play but went on to 
win Aaron Lyons’ Trophy with a great 70 net from Paul Wanless 70, Tim Cusack 74, 
Ben Hunter 75, John Currie 77 and Mic Toovey 76. Paul also took home the gross 
with 84 and Long Dong #1 went to Garrick Yandle, NP #9 Sam Bald and Ben Hunter 
the Best 2nd #12 and #16. 

Wednesday, the Di Miolini trophy was on offer with Kellie Mortimore taking 
everything before her again with 37 points . Her handicap took another hit to 37 as 
Noela Cole had 35 and Marie Sprigg 34.  Miranda Noack won NP #9 and Amy 
Hardam the LP #13. Here she is telling all and sundry she can’t putt! 

  Sunday saw Darien up the ante with a super 35pts from Maxine Miolini 33 and 
Joan Cusack 30. Darien is certainly benefitting from her lessons and seems to be 
enjoying!!! golf. Chris Padfield won NP #15 and someone won LP #7! 

On the weekend people travelled to Kondinin and Ardath with Tim Cusack and 
Sam Bald R/up to the nett and Paul Wanless not sure about his status. Bit of a 
worry Paul. 

 Don’t forget that the Ladies Day on Friday requires men kitchen “maids” and 
the BC Cup needs women to do their usual duties. Check with Maxine to see if you 
are needed, please. 

Good luck to everyone and may the golfing gods be kind and the weather be warm. 

 

Many, many thanks to our wonderful sponsors Ramelius &Narembeen Shire& Go Narembeen 
Community Fund, Elders Narembeen, Planfarm , BC Cusack&Co, DeLuis Family, Agworld, Repacholi Air, 
Liberty Rural, Varley Transport, Narembeen Engineering & Steel, Total Ag Narembeen, Hutton & 
Northey, Afgri Narembeen, Jason Bow Adviso, Cleo Martin WFI, RSM Merredin, Viterra Australia, 
Narembeen Hardware, Narembeen Tyre Service, B&S Thomas, Parsons Family, S&C Padfield, N&B Cole, 

Hannaford- S&E Miller, Three-o Two, IGA Narembeen 
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   Going the distance… 

One of the great things about footy is that it’s played over such a large period of time. I would argue that 

is probably the longest invasion and contact sport in the world. To win a game of footy you must keep 

working for roughly two hours of time. Four quarters, which at a senior level can go for between twenty-

five to thirty minutes or sometimes even more. Like a boxing match you have to be able to go the 

distance. I would also argue that, as a result, it is the toughest game in the world. 

The early rounds against Corrigin on Saturday saw the Hawks have trouble shaking the Tigers off. They 

were on top through the middle of the ground early on and it was clear that their collective pace was 

worrying the Tigers. However, to the credit of their opposition, they were unable to take advantage of the 

dominance they had. Led by veteran Graydon Bartlett the Tigs defended well. That was however only the 

first round.  

The second round saw the Hawks start to take more advantage of their dominance through the middle of 

the ground. Initially coming off half back and then through the middle of the ground Thomas Baldwin led 

this increased dominance for the Hawks. His genuine pace, two-sided delivery and high-quality decision 

making set a standard for the Hawks that was quickly followed by the rest of the side. 

The Spinks boys continued what has been fine season for both of them with some wonderfully daring 

decisions with the ball. Cody Duncan got back to his ball carrying best, kicking two goals from long range 

which is when he is at his most dangerous. Jimmy Kennedy, off his wing, simply ran far too hard for his 

opponents while Nick Winters showed he is just getting better with an ability to move the ball out of 

congestion. By half time had kept the Tigs goalless and kicked into gear.  

Footy is a midfielder’s game, no doubt, however what it is sometimes lost in the conversation is the 

importance and the quality of a good defensive effort. Chris Shaw and Jay Gill have been holding down 

the last line of the Hawks defence all year. On Saturday Gill found himself on Tigers quality forward 

Michael McLeod. McLeod is a good player, good forward, strong stocky operator who is hard to move, a 

great kick and has a superb pair of hands. He’s been kicking a lot of goals. On Saturday Gill kept him 

goalless. He timed his spoils beautifully. Showed strength in the wrestle and took a contested mark late in 

the game that just put a stamp on what was a wonderful effort.   

A twelve-goal win was testament to the fact that the Hawks have this wonderful capacity to play all the 

rounds, to go the distance. The Tigs made it tough for the Hawks early, but you must go the distance. The 

Hawks were able to absorb what Corrigin were able to offer and then the further it went the more they 

were able to pull away to what was a commanding result in the end.  

Hawks     15-17  107 

Corrigin       4-8  32 

Best: Baldwin, Jay Gill, Winters, James, Kennedy, Duncan, Solomon 

 HAWK TALK 

 VERSUS CORRIGIN JULY 1 

 NAREMBEEN  FOOTBALL CLUB 
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Taking your turn……. 

If you get the privilege of being around enough, not in 

sport but in life, there is something you realise. You realise that for a large majority of the population that 

there are days where you’re the bug and days where you are the windscreen. What this really means is 

that sometimes you win and sometimes you lose. Further though into this is the fact that when you get to 

win, make the most of it for this too shall pass.  

In 2019, just four years ago the Ressies went to Corrigin with just 16 men and got unceremoniously 

smashed. It was their turn to cop one and did they cop one. Four years on, with granted not many if any 

of that ’19 side pulling the boots on, the Ressies got a chance to take their turn. 

Led by the Brown boys, Nikau and Jeikwjuan through the middle of the ground the boys were on top 

early. In what started as a tough contested game of footy the boys kept taking risks by running with the 

footy and kicking to dangerous spots into what was a reasonable wind. Archie Saunders was also 

influential early as he showed his growing class and toughness in the clinches.  

Matthew Poultney continued his growth as a player in the second term as he used his pace and fitness 

top get to a lot of contests and become a dangerous forward, He would kick the most unlikely of goals 

and be a leading influence in a quarter where the boys would have thirteen shots at goal and kick 6-7. 

There was a great spread of contributions coming from all over the ground. A half back line of Cooper 

Sprigg, Kyle Della and Trent Davis held firm and showed a wonderful attacking vent. Sprigg especially got 

the side to get the ball in space when coming off that line.  

58-0 at half time showed that the Ressies were on top. After the long break the Tigers, to their credit 

responded to their situation. They held the Ressies to just two shots at goal and created some 

opportunities for themselves. Will Gray was strong again at full back while the Ressies had to absorb and 

then try and shake off their plucky opponents. They would get their chance. 

Finishing with the breeze the boys would have nine shots at goal in the last quarter. The Brown boys and 

Saunders were again stand outs. While new Ressies Danny De Gouveia and Johannes Reisch showed they 

are quickly picking up the most unique of games. They both kicked two goals while De Gouveia ran 

around across half forward with such purpose that, by the end of proceedings it would seem like he’d 

been doing it for years.  

It would end up being a 101-point win. The Tigers had fought hard in the contest, but the Ressies had got 

them for pace on the spread and options in the forward line. Veteran Mike Mortimore would kick five 

goals which would include a wonderful goal that seemed to bend around the posts. There would be eight 

goal kickers in what was a dominant display. The Ressies took their turn and took it well and full credit to 

them for hopefully they are all aware that there will be days in the future where this too has passed. 

Ressies   15-14  104 

Corrigin         0-3  3 

Best: Jeikwjuan Brown, Nikau Brown, Saunders, Della, Sprigg, Davis 

            NAREMBEEN  FOOTBALL CLUB 
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     THE ONLY DANNY IN TOWN…. 

Eon Smith (South Africa), Gareth Okane (Ireland), Dario Schwalbach (Brazil) and Christoph Portmann 

(Somewhere in Europe I can’t remember where) are all names that would mean nothing to the everyday 

person but mean everything to the history of the Narembeen Footy Club. For these fellahs, and more, 

are all examples of how the footy club has a history of doing their absolute best to welcome players from 

all parts of the world. If they show an interest in our great game they get welcomed, they get taught the 

game on and off the ground and everyone hopes they have a great time. Okane and Smith were even 

lucky enough to go home as premiership players. As 2023 takes a breath for Country Week we can now 

add Danny De Goveia to that list 

De Goveia is originally from the eastern cape of South Africa. He worked as a mechanic over in a small 

town called Adelaide, or maybe Cradock, and his much better half Janelle worked as a teacher. It was a 

different world to what we know here. Farms would crop twice a year and often have up to forty 

workers on their books. In late 2021, or perhaps early 2022, they uprooted their family and moved them 

from what they knew in the eastern cape to what they didn’t know in Narembeen. With their two young 

children they made their way through at least one stint in quarantine so Danny could take up his position 

at AFGRI. It would have been a big move at a tough time. 

A keen golfer and a rugby fan, Danny found his way down to the footy club at the start of 2023. A 

thoughtful kind of operator, he started the season in a back pocket and was quick to revel in the contest. 

Experience in rugby was clear in the way that he enjoyed a tackle and could stand up under the pressure 

of one applied on him. To his credit he was quick to become a reliable kick and showed a handy turn of 

speed. Danny is a quick study and was quickly a strong contributor for the Ressies. He even kicked two 

goals in their 101-point win over Corrigin on Saturday.  

He has also become a loved member of the changeroom. He is always quick to smile and laugh and is 

nothing but positive with his teammates. There is even a much-vaunted rumour going around town that 

he has also staked his claim as being the only Danny in town. The story has it that one evening during the 

season he met another Danny from Narembeen. Then he proceeded to play said Danny for the right of 

being called Danny in town and beat him. Now whether that competition was in a game of pool or a 

wrestle in the beer garden or is completely made up is unclear but also irrelevant. The story just shows 

you what a quality person the Hawks have found in De Goveia.  

The footy club have long done their best to be a ‘everyone is welcome’ kind of organisation. They have a 

long history of international operators who have come to the club and have a great time. Most have only 

come for the one year as exchangee workers on farms, made a great impression and headed off home. 

Danny De Goveia however has brought his wonderful family with him and looked to make Narembeen 

their home. He has shown himself to be an operator of the highest quality, he has learned our game so 

very quickly and helped his mates have a great time in doing so.  The footy club is all the better for 

having the only Danny in town.  
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CARNIVAL SUCCESS…… 

Over the middle weekend of the school holidays the Eastern Districts Football League once again sent a 

side down to Country Week. Narembeen continued a long held tradition of supporting this side with eight 

Hawks players accepting selection. Tom Baldwin, Nic Winters, Connor and Heath Spinks, Chris Shaw, James 

Kennedy and Cody Duncan were all part of the side that was coached by former Hawks mentor Greg 

Vaughan.  

Although the side would get through the carnival without a win, Hawks veteran Cody Duncan would earn 

himself an All Stars jumper. This is quite the deal, at the end of each carnival the West Australian Country 

Footy League convenes a panel of selectors who take in as much of the carnival as possible and pick the 

best twenty players across the three divisions and twenty six side. An impressive achievement by Narem-

been product Cody Duncan.  
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Grain Brokers Australia Weekly Market Report 
Written by Peter McMeekin on July 11, 2023 

Russian wheat exports continue at record pace… 
Shipments of Russian grain to export customers across the globe reached a record in the 2022/23 marketing year 

(July to June) despite the mounting Western sanctions, and that looks set to continue in the new marketing year 

with Russia sitting on massive old crop supplies and another big harvest on the way. 

Russian Minister of Agriculture Dmitry Patrushev announced on Friday that last season’s grain exports totalled 60 

million metric tonne, leading to a substantial increase in export revenues. Furthermore, the minister added that 

Russia plans to export 55MMT of grain in the current marketing year and emphasised that export capacity could be 

increased if required. 

According to the minister, most of the grain went to “friendly countries”, with Russia pivoting its agricultural exports to 

customers that have not supported the Western sanctions against Moscow. These nations now receive around 87 per 

cent of total grain exports, with destinations including China, Turkiye, Egypt, Bangladesh, Algeria, and Pakistan. 

IKAR, the Russian Institute for Agricultural Market Studies, put 2022/23 wheat exports at a record 48MMT, which 

equates to more than 22.3 per cent of global wheat trade based on the United States Department of Agriculture ’s 

worldwide export estimate of 215.56MMT. 

Black Sea consultancy SovEcon also raised its Russian wheat export forecast, adding a further 1.5MMT last week 

to total 47.2MMT. Furthermore, SovEcon raised its estimate for total Russian wheat exports last month by 300,000 

metric tonne to a June record of 3.5MMT. This compares to 1.0MMT in 2022 and the June average of 1.4MMT. 

The gong for the biggest shipper of Russian wheat in 2022/23 went to Grain Gates LLC, a new kid on the block with 

reported links to Demetra, the second biggest exporter of Russian wheat in 2021/22, and the sanctioned state-owned 

lender VTB Bank PJSC. While both have distanced themselves from the new trading entity, registered in June 2022, it 

is run by Ilya Aliev, the former head of trading at Demetra. With wheat exports of 7.22MMT, Grain Gates edged out 

TD Rif, the top exporter of Russian wheat in the previous seven seasons. 

Russia has been dominating global wheat tenders in recent months, particularly into Mediterranean and Middle 

Eastern destinations, and that is unlikely to change with new crop supplies about to hit the market. The outlook is the 

complete antithesis of this time last year when new crop European Union wheat could easily find a home amid the war

-induced Black Sea trade disruptions. The latest Algerian milling wheat purchase of 630,000MT, traditionally supplied 

by France, is expected to be sourced from Russia, as is Tunisia’s 100,000MT soft wheat tender last week. 

Following a record harvest last year and potentially the second biggest harvest on record about to hit the bins, the 

2023/24 season could easily herald another export record as Moscow scrambles to secure hard currency to prop 

up its failing economy. The unofficial Russian floor price is currently believed to be US$230 per metric tonne free 

on board (FOB), which is still at least US$25 cheaper than Western European supplies. 

However, even the cheaper Russian wheat faces demand headwinds as payment problems beset Middle Eastern 

and North African buyers. A number of countries looking to buy the cheaper Russian wheat are facing balance of 

payment difficulties. Add the sanctions complications, and it becomes extremely difficult for these countries to 

access Western funding assistance for such purchases.  

The harvesting campaign has commenced in the south of the country. As of July 5, farmers had harvested 4MMT 

of grain, around 1.2MMT of which is wheat. While it is far too early to determine an accurate yield trend, field data 

suggests that early yields are lower than last year, and the average has fallen week-on-week. Reports from 

southern Russia's winter wheat areas of Krasnodar and Stavropol call early wheat yields 12 per cent lower than last 

year and slightly below the 5-year average. 

Agricultural analytics firm Agritel increased its Russian wheat harvest estimate last week to 85.7MMT, up 3 per cent 

from its April forecast of 83.2MMT but still 16.8 per cent lower than last year’s record of 103MMT. Nonetheless, 

anything above 85MMT would make it the second-biggest wheat crop on record. 

According to Agritel, good spring weather in central and southern Russia has promoted yield expectations, but the 

spring wheat production areas, particularly Siberia and the Urals, are being tormented by dryness, and production is 

likely to suffer. Lengthy periods of extreme heat are expected this week, and precipitation is a notable absentee. The 

risk is the hot weather spreads into the later planted winter wheat areas, making further upward revisions unlikely. 

Meanwhile, Russian authorities have effectively bought the Black Sea grain corridor to a halt, with the most recent 

inspections of incoming vessels completed on June 28. The last three vessels navigating the corridor under the grain 

deal loaded cargoes at the Ukrainian port of Odesa reportedly over the weekend and were due to depart on Monday. 

With the corridor agreement set to expire on July 17, Russia has reportedly rejected a European Union 

compromise proposal to connect a new Russian entity, instead of the state-owned agricultural bank, to the SWIFT 

payment system to facilitate an extension of the Black Sea grain deal. The Kremlin has adopted a more hardline 

rhetoric ahead of the expiry, saying it saw no reason to extend the grain deal beyond July 17, as the West had 

acted in an "outrageous" way over the agreement. However, it assured poor nations that Russian grain exports 

would continue. 

Russia knows the stakes are high. Over 32 million tonnes of wheat, corn, barley and other grains have been shipped 

from Ukraine ports to 45 countries on three continents under the initiative. Russia has complained that not enough 

reaches the world’s poorer countries, but the United Nations argues that it has benefited those states by helping lower 
food prices by more than 20 per cent globally since March last year. Negotiations continue. Call your local Grain 
Brokers Australia representative on 1300 946 544 to discuss your grain marketing needs. 

https://www.grainbrokers.com.au/
https://www.grainbrokers.com.au/
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PLEASE NOTE: The Fence Post volunteers respectfully ask that to avoid upsets and or embarrassment, 

family and loved ones should please notify The Fence Post of any change of circumstance that may effect 

the Birthday/Anniversaries page published. Please advise specific dates to simplify the editing process. 

Contact details are on the front cover page of The Fence Post. 

JULY 

JULY 

12th Jason Rogerson Simone VanViersen Clinton Plumley 

13th Isla Wahlsten Wade Needham Ryan Hood 

 Angela Moppett Austin Pascoe Lilli Johns 

14th Drew Walker Joy Hinkley  

15th Chloe Rogerson Louise Tenardi Cameron Schwartz 

 Corey Hebbermann William Lethlean  
16th    

17th Colin Ogilvie Isabella Kennedy  

18th Gilbert Chick Eilish Bailey Kane Hayter 

 Tate Welsh   

19th Eli Beagley Harley Henderson Asha Bristow 

NO ANNIVERSARIES THIS WEEK 
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ST PAUL’S ANGLICAN 

Sunday 16th July 2023 

REV.  DAVID RUSSELL VISIT 

8.30 AM 

Genesis Chapter 25 -  Verses 19-34 

Romans Chapter 8 - Verses 1-11 

Reader:           Eleanor Brayshaw 

Matthew Chapter 13  - Verses 1-23 

Psalm 119   Verses   105-112 

CHURCH NOTICES 

Seventh-day Adventist 
105 Church Rd, Mt Walker 

Saturday 15th July 2023 

All most welcome 

10:00 am Sabbath School-Adult Bible Study 

Children’s Program (at the same time) 

11:30am Combined Worship Service A 
closer look at Paul and Ephesus 

Extra: Quiz evening. Commencing 6:30pm 

Any queries please contact: 
Terry Ashmore 0427 907 119 

Pastor Ben Townson 0403 053 288 

Finally: “Wash your face every morning  

in a bath of praise.”        Charles Spurgeon  
  

   

 

ROMAN CATHOLIC 
OUR LADY OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT  

Mass Service only on the 2nd and 4th week  

of each month 

NO SERVICE THIS WEEK  

Next service 23rd July 10.00am 

 

Contact: R Hickey 0428 132 454 

J Cusack 0408 064 727 

 

Email: brucerockparish@gmail.com 

FaceBook: Francis Mary Concepta Sacrament 

 

Church of Christ   
 

Thursday 13th July 

Bible study at V and J De Luis Home 

Word for the evening   -   atonement 

Sunday 16th July  

 
10.00am 

Worship Service with Sunday school during the 
service 

   

 Bible verse: Proverbs 10:12 
Hatred stirs up conflict, but love covers over all 
wrongs. 
  

mailto:brucerockparish@gmail.com
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COMING EVENTS 

 

JULY 2023   

Wednesday 12th GOLF -  Stroke  C Padfield Trophy  

    

 Thursday 13th Autumn Club 10.00am-2.00pm 

  Kids movie at the CRC 10.30am 

    

Friday 14th Playgroup at Numbats Centre  9.30am 

  GOLF -  Narembeen Ladies Day  

  DARTS -  Jets V Bruce Rodk, MC Sharks V Magpies  

                  Wizards V Royals  

    

Saturday 15th Church  

  Men’s  Shed 9.00am 

  FOOTBALL - Narembeen V Southern Cross -  at  Narem  

  NETBALL -  Naremben V Southern Cross -  at Narembeen  

  HOCKEY -  Narembeen V Burracoppin -  away  

  GOLF -  Narembeen– Cusack Cup  

    

Sunday 16th Church  

  GOLF -  Mt Walker   - Sweepstakes  

             - Narembeen -  Men - St/ford - S Padfield Trophy  

                                      - Ladies -  Stableford  

  TRUCK LICENCE - CRC  

    

 Monday 17th Circuit Gym  9.30am 

  TRUCK LICENCE  - CRC  

    
  Arts and Crafts and Book Exchange at Community Shed 10.00am-4.00pm 

  HISTORICAL MEETING -  Road Board Building 2.00pm 

    

 Tuesday 18th Senior Citizens (in recess for July)  

  Shire Council Meeting  

    

Wednesday 19th GOLF -  Jubilee 4’s—V Captains Trophy  

  Morning Coffee Club 11.30am 

Editor:   LORRAINE LETHLEAN 


